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Literacy: A Parent’s Guide

Stephanie Smith, CALP C-SLDI
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Questions

What are the red flags?

 How do you know when to step in?
 How can you support your child at home?

What is the best help for a struggling reader?
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Dyslexia is diagnosed based on… 
Frequency and Severity

Students Without Dyslexia
may have difficulty with…

•Letter/sound relationships
•Reversals (b/d, s/z, etc.)
•Sight word recognition
•Rhyming
•Letter formation
•Object naming/word retrieval
•Decoding multisyllable words
•Spelling

Students With Dyslexia
often have difficulty with…

• Letter/sound relationships
• Reversals (b/d, s/z, etc.)
• Sight word recognition
• Rhyming
• Letter formation
• Object naming/word retrieval
• Decoding multisyllable words
• Spelling
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Preschool/ Kindergarten
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• Delayed speech or stuttering; mixing up sounds and syllables in long 
words; difficulty telling a story in sequence

• Difficulty separating sounds and blending sounds in words
and with rhyming

• Trouble memorizing parent’s name, address, phone number,
or the alphabet

• chronic ear infections 
• constant confusion of left vs. right; late 

establishing a dominant hand 
• Delay in Fine motor skills; difficulty learning 

to tie shoes, hold a pencil, use scissors/glue 
• Easily upset, cries or whines often
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Sign of Weakness in Phonological Awareness

Students who are not phonologically aware may
exhibit:

• Poor spelling
• Inaccurate decoding of new words
• Mispronunciation of words
• Difficulty remembering or recalling new words 

(Moats and Tolman, 2009)

8

“Dyslexia is a specific learning disability that is 
neurobiological in origin. It is characterized by 
difficulties with accurate and/or fluent word 
recognition and by poor spelling and decoding 
abilities. These difficulties typically result from a 
deficit in the phonological component of language 
that is often unexpected in relation to other cognitive 
abilities and the provision of effective classroom 
instruction. Secondary consequences may include 
problems in reading comprehension and reduced 
reading experience that can impede growth of 
vocabulary and background knowledge.”

The International Dyslexia Association; Nov. 12, 2002.

Phoneme Awareness and 
Permanent Word Storage

• Words are Stored Auditorily.  They are not stored 
according to their visual properties

• Words are stored based on an alignment between the 
letter sequence and the phoneme sequence in the 
word’s pronunciation.

• The letter sequences in words are meaningful because 
the order of the letters is designed to connect the 
order of the sounds in spoken words. 

• If a student has phoneme awareness, he can recognize 
this connection. 

- Kilpatrick, 2015

Orthographic Mapping
The mental process we use to permanently 

store words for immediate, effortless retrieval.

We use our oral filing system as the basis for 
sight word storage and retrieval.

Sound 
sequences 
recognized 

and matched 
to stored 
sounds

Orthographic Mapping

We hear a 
sequence of 

sounds

Oral vocabulary is 
activated

Meaning is 
retrieved

First, we must listen to access word meaning…

We read a 
word

We translate 
familiar string 
of graphemes 
to a sequence 

of sounds

Sound 
sequences 
recognized 

and matched 
to stored 
sounds

Oral 
vocabulary is 

activated
Meaning is 
retrieved

Then we can access word meaning in reading…

Kilpatrick. Equipped for Reading Success

How do we take an unfamiliar word and turn it into an 
immediately recognizable sight word?

1-800-680-70941-800-680-7094
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One-Minute Drill Examples
14

Say (birth)day … Now say (birth)day, but don’t say (birth) …

Say life(guard) … Now say life(guard), but don’t say (guard) …

Say (near)ly … Now say (near)ly, but don’t say (near) … 

Say (sports)manship … Now say (sports)manship, but don’t say 
(sports) … 

Say fur … Now say fur, but instead of /f/ say /w/ … 

Say fright … Now say fright, but don’t say /f/ … 

day

life

ly

manship

were

right

One-Minute Drill Examples
Say seize … Now say seize, but don’t say /z/ … 

Say pavement … Now say pavement, but don’t 
say /v/ … 

Say artful … Now say artful, but instead of /t/ 
say /m/ … 

Say candy … Now say candy backwards … 

Say bagpipe … Now say bagpipe backwards … 

15

pipe gab

eed nack

armful

payment

see

What Can a Parent Do?
Birth to Kindergarten:
• Make reading a warm, loving experience
• Read a lot of nursery rhymes, rhyming books, Dr. 

Seuss, etc.
• Talk about sounds in a words.  Slow your speech 

down when teaching new words; enunciate
• Play Phonemic Awareness Games such as using 

rhyming picture cards or playing I Spy with sounds.
• Practice alphabet skills and letter formation
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• slow, non-automatic handwriting that is difficult to read; letter or 
number reversals past the end of first grade  

• poor spelling 
• slow, laborious, inaccurate reading: guesses based on shape or 

context; skips or misreads words; can’t sound out 
unknown words 

• often can’t remember sight words

• Difficulty with math; recalling math facts
• Difficulty pronouncing, recalling words and word 

order issues
• Disorganized messy bedroom, backpack, and desk
• Trouble starting or completing classwork
• dreads going to school;  complains of headaches, 

stomach aches

Elementary School 

SCARBOROUGH’S ROPE
Is it a reading fluency or a reading 

comprehension difficulty?

Reading Fluency = Rate & Accuracy

9

The mouse ran into 
a hole by the tree.

Comprehension Questions 

Why did the mouse run into the hole?

The moose ran into a 
hole by the tree.

Tunmer and Gough, 1986

Decoding                        Language Comprehension   Reading Comprehension

0% x  100%  =  0%

Decoding                        Language Comprehension Reading Comprehension

100% x  0%  =  0%

SIMPLE VIEW OF READING

Decoding Language Comprehension Reading Comprehension

Word Pronunciation
Letter Recognition
Connection of Phonemes
To Letters
Word Recognition

Word Meanings
Background 
Knowledge
Listening 
Comprehension
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90% Accuracy
25

Worldwide, many strains of S. aureus are already resistant to all antibiotics 
except vancomycin .  Emergence of forms lacking sensitivity to vancomycin 
signifies that variants untreatable by every known antibiotic are on their way.  
S. aureus, a major cause of hospital-acquired infections, has thus moved one 
step closer to becoming an unstoppable killer.  

The looming threat of incurable S. aureus is just the latest twist in an 
international public health nightmare: increasing bacterial resistance to many 
antibiotics that once cured bacterial diseases readily. Ever since antibiotics 
became widely available in the 1940s, they have been hailed as miracle drugs-
-magic bullets able to eliminate bacteria without doing much harm to the 
cells of treated individuals. Yet with each passing decade, bacteria that defy 
not only single but multiple antibiotics--and therefore are extremely difficult 
to control--have become increasingly common.

Tunmer and Gough, 1986

Decoding                        Language Comprehension   Reading Comprehension

50% x  90%  =  45%

Decoding                        Language Comprehension Reading Comprehension

100% x  45%  =  45%

Simple View of Reading

Course Manual Supplement 

Progression Towards Fluency

Sound fluent

Syllable fluent 

Multi-syllable fluent (Syllabication)

Connected text fluent

a

t o ptop

l e p t u s
cl cl

v  c  c v

Psuedowords

Students should be able to apply what they know 
about the patterns to unfamiliar words:

tir thig         frob splab
pate dite fleam loat
purt blorn joil taun

Extirpate
Constantinople

Progression Towards Fluency

Sound fluent

Syllable fluent 

Multi-syllable fluent (Syllabication)

Connected text fluent

a

t o ptop

l e p t u s
cl cl

v  c  c v

What Can a Parent Do?

Elementary:
• Make reading a warm, fun experience
• Read grade level material to your child; discuss 

vocabulary
• Continue to practice letter formation if needed.
• Practice short vowel activities
• Play games with spelling words
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Spelling - Analyze This… Short Vowel Intensive

• T Point to self “/ŏ/”
• T Point to students 
• S Say… “/ŏ/”
• T Thumb up
• S Hold up vowel

32

Basic Vowel Intensive
Level I – V

/ă/    /ŏ/    /ŏ/    /ă/    /ŏ/    /ă/

Level II – VC
/ăp/    /ŏt/    /ăb/    /ŏn/    /ŏz/    /ăk/

Level III – CVC
hop    bag    rat    zot    van    pag    jop

33

A-18

Strategy Card #5

Consumables Packet Pages #31-33

What Can a Parent Do?

Elementary:
• Make reading a warm, fun experience
• Read grade level material to your child; discuss 

vocabulary
• Continue to practice letter formation if needed.
• Practice short vowel activities
• Play games with spelling words

34

Five in a Row
35

wet

hop

sat

cut fib

men

pun

hop

rug 

Middle School/ High School
• limited vocabulary 
• extremely poor written expression; large discrepancy between 

how they speak  and how they write
• terrible speller, can’t text on phone 
• poor grades in many classes
• slow, laborious reader; may have to read a page 2 or 3 times to

understand it 
• difficulty putting thoughts onto paper 
• –writing composition
• still has difficulty with directionality; 

often gets lost, even in a familiar places ;
difficulty with left vs. right 

• has trouble remembering sequences, multi-step
directions

• Frequently absent from school or sick 
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Decoding
recognize 

meaningful 
“chunks”

Fluency 
read word 
“chunks” 

more 
efficiently

Spelling
learn to spell 
more complex 

words

Comprehension
increases 

vocabulary, which in 
turn impacts 

comprehension 

Vocabulary
one root leads to 

hundreds of 
meanings
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Study of Roots and Affixes Improves …

101 Words Using the Root “tele”

telecast
teleceptor
telecommunication
teledactyle
telegenic
telegram

telegraph
telekineis
telekinetic

telepathic
telepathy
telephoto
teleplay
teleport
telescope

teleseismic
telethon
teletype

….and many 
more!

When to Seek Help?

Informal assessments to determine if testing is 
needed:
 Phonological Awareness Skills
 Pseudoword decoding
 Spelling
 Reading fluency – accuracy

*Only a licensed psychologist can diagnose 
dyslexia.

Intervention
Systematic and Direct Instruction in:

 phonemic awareness
 phonics
 decoding (and encoding)
 non-phonetic word reading
 vocabulary
 comprehension

Practice and application in reading/spelling

Fluency practice

1. Multisensory

2. Phonics-Based

3. Sequential

4. Structured and Systematic

5. Cumulative

6. Direct and Diagnostic Instruction

Principles of MSL InstructionResearch Says…. !!
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International Dyslexia Association

Granted only to those programs whose content is 
scientifically research-based and have demonstrated 

efficacy. 

www.dyslexiaida.org 7
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